INVITATION FOR BIDS
CCK-2278-18
Expand/Renovate/Upgrade Law Building
Ornamental Railing Rebid
Project #2444.0
ADDENDUM # 11
2/7/2018

ATTENTION: This is not an order. Read all instructions, terms and conditions carefully.

IMPORTANT: BID AND ADDENDUM MUST BE RECEIVED BY 2/14/2018 @ 3:00 P.M. LEXINGTON, KY TIME

Bidder must acknowledge receipt of this and any addendum as stated in the Invitation for Bids.

The following clarifications shall apply to Trade Contract 04B, Ornamental Railings Rebid

1. See below for additional clarification to the following questions. This information and drawings should be incorporated into the bid documents.

2. Question: ONLY the Curved-Guardrailing in the "Moot-Courtroom" required 3/4”-Tempered/Laminated Glass?

   * ALL other Glass-Guardrailing requires only 1/2”-Tempered/Laminated Glass

   Answer: Only ORN-9 requires ¾” minimum thickness. Others require ½” minimum thickness. For all glazing types, the listed thicknesses are minimums for that type. Delegated design engineer shall confirm adequacy of minimums and specify any additional thickness applicable.

3. Question: For the "Moot-Courtroom" Curved-Glass-Guardrailing - ONLY the SS/Top-Rail will be rolled?

   - NOTE: Although this railing has a "Radius", the radius is too large to Bend-Glass. This glass will be segmented.

   Answer: We are unaware of this being an industry issue and have been unable to independently verify. The requirements of our documents relating to radius of all components applies unless a reliable industry standard can be submitted indicating that bent glass is not possible to be supplied and this is subsequently reviewed and approved. Even if approved, such a change may result in detail revisions to other components to coordinate with other radiused portions of wall paneling, railing, etc. at no additional cost to the Owner.
4. **Question:** ALL SS/Cladding is by others?

   **Answer:** Trade Contractor 05B will be responsible for the Aluminum cladding identified as AL-5 and AL-6 as shown on the documents.

5. **Question:** ALL "Wood-Handrailings" is furnished by others - We furnish the Brackets and bar-support for the wood-handrailings by others.

   **Answer:** Trade Contractor 05B will be responsible for the wood cap (WD-1) on all handrails, guardrails, glass rails, etc. as required by the documents. Trade Contractor 04B –Ornamental Railings will be responsible for all other applicable components.